Frieze Art Fair
Frame Proposal
Ansuman Biswas’ wide‐ranging practice is represented here through video, installation,
prints and texts. Through these various media, a sharp thematic focus is achieved. The
works cohere in a telling dialectic between modern scientific rationalism and the
ancient Indian technique of vipassana meditation.
These pieces also evidence interventions into the orthodoxies of particular institutional
spaces, whether medical research establishment, space agency, university museum, or
the art gallery itself.
The artist’s corporeality is inserted into these highly policed, often anonymous,
corporate structures, introducing a personalized position, which is by turns contentious
and humorous.
By this means subjectivity and objectivity, interiority and exteriority, sacred and
profane, the personal and the public, the hidden and the proclaimed are juxtaposed and
problematized.

Biography
Ansuman Biswas was born in Calcutta and trained in the UK. He now has a diverse
international practice encompassing music, film, live art, installation, writing and
theatre.
Straddling nationalities himself, he is interested in hybridity and translation, often
working across and between conventional boundaries such as those between science,
art and industry, for instance, or between music, dance and visual art. His expertise is in
fostering relationships, synthesizing, comparing, facilitating, and standing outside
particular viewpoints. Underpinning this diversity is the discipline of vipassana
meditation which has informed his commitment to the primacy of listening and the
fluidity of identity.
Over the last few years his work has included directing Shakespeare in America,
translating Tagore’s poetry from the Bengali, designing underwater sculptures in the
Red Sea, living with wandering minstrels in India, being employed as an ornamental
hermit in the English countryside, touring with Björk, spending two days blindfolded in
an unknown place, travelling with shamans in the Gobi Desert, playing with Oasis,
collaborating with neuroscientists in Arizona, co‐ordinating grassroots activists in
Soweto, being sealed in a box for ten days with no food or light, making a musical in a
maximum security prison, re‐designing Maidstone High Street, being a soloist with the
London Philharmonic Orchestra, running seminars on democracy for monks in a
Burmese monastery, being locked in a Gothic Tower alone for forty days and nights, and
even flying on a real live magic carpet.
Biswas’ engagement with different communities, contexts and languages often takes the
form of placements and residencies. He has been embedded in organizations as
disparate as Hewlett‐Packard’s Research Lab in Bangalore, Portsmouth Cathedral, the
National Institute of Medical Research (London), the Guangdong Modern Dance
Company (China), and the Russian Space Agency.
He is a Trustee of Arts Catalyst, the science‐art agency and has had a leading role in
developing new models of interdisciplinary collaboration. He has been part of a
pioneering study group on Cultural Utilization of the International Space Station, for the
European Space Agency, and he has been involved in setting up similar cultural
initiatives in conjunction with the Indian Space Research Organization and the National
Institute of Advanced Studies, India.
Biswas is an Associate Artist at Battersea Arts Centre, London. He is on the Advisory
Faculty at Maine Summer Dramatic Institute, USA, and a member of the Kira Institute, a
cross‐disciplinary colloquium on the Philosophy of Science at Amherst College,
Massachusetts.
He has shown visual and time‐based art at Tate Modern, The South London Gallery, The
Whitechapel Gallery, the Institute of Contemporary Arts, London, IIC New Delhi, Yerba
Buena Centre, San Francisco, and many other galleries and museums around the world.
He has worked as a composer at the National Theatre, the Royal Opera House, New
York’s Broadway, and London’s West End. He runs ongoing projects with diverse
partners in Europe, USA, Africa and Asia.
His visual art practice is deeply informed not only by the technique of vipassana
meditation but also by his work as a musician, which spans many genres, from free
improvisation as a percussionist and vocalist, to composition for bands, orchestras, film

and theatre. His music has been commissioned by the Sonic Arts Network, the National
Theatre, the Royal Ballet, and the English National Opera as well as numerous other
ensembles, film‐makers, theatres and dance companies. He has worked with the BBC,
Channel Four, MTV, and with Bjork, Courtney Pine, The Specials, Talvin Singh, Nitin
Sawhney, Oasis, Cornershop, the London Philharmonic and the Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra.
His theatre composition credits include Haroun and the Sea of Stories, The Tempest, Dr
Faustus and Gilgamesh at the National Theatre, Peer Gynt at The Contact Theatre,
Manchester, Beauty Sleeps at The Young Vic, River on Fire at the Lyric Hammersmith,
Oedipus Tyrranos, and Othello Music at Battersea Arts Centre, A Yearning at Birmingham
Rep, The Seagull, Ion, and Iph… at the Mercury Theatre Colchester, Pericles at Portland
Stage Company, Maine, USA and A Tacit Assembly at GMDC, Guangzhou, China. He also
has extensive film and acting credits.

CAT
A featureless black box measuring about 4 x 4 x 7 ft.
This experiment/performance is based on a comparative study of modern science and the
2,500 year old Indian science of vipassana. The artist remains sealed within a light‐proof
and sound‐proof chamber with nothing but drinking water. Nothing enters or exits from the
box while the artist attempts to maintain continuous, detailed observation of all sensory
phenomena.
In the event that the Frieze Art Fair is unable to accommodate a durational performance of
this nature the box will remain empty in the space. The visual effect for the visitor will be
identical whether or not the artist is in fact present within it.
This piece was first presented at the South London Gallery in 1998 and at The Lab, in San
Francisco in 2001.

This action arises from the meeting of two images: Schrödinger’s cat, and a hermit in a cell.
Erwin Schrödinger was an Austrian physicist who first described his now famous cat in
1935, during a correspondence with Albert Einstein. It was designed to reveal an absurd
consequence of quantum theory.
Rationally we know, from the physics of fundamental particles, that there are no fixed
objects. Nothing can be measured beyond a certain degree of precision. There are only hazy
probabilities.
Our actual experience, however, is filled with things which seem to be really there.
Schrödinger’s thought experiment consists of a cat shut in a box with a vial of cyanide.
Also in the box is small amount of radioactive material which may or not decay at any
moment. There is no way of saying just when the unstable atom will release its electron. If it
does a Geiger counter clicks. This causes a hammer to drop, which smashes the vial. The
cyanide gas is then released, and the cat dies.
Outside the box there is no way of knowing whether or not all this has happened.
It is impossible to know without opening the box and looking.
According to all the equations the cat is both dead and alive until the act of observation
determines that it is one or the other.
Or it is neither dead nor alive until looking somehow makes it so.
Or perhaps parallel universes split off as soon as the door is closed, populated by live or
dead cats, of which ours is one possible one.
However detailed the mathematical model, or the physical theory, it cannot determine the
precise state of the cat.
The problem is that the ordinary world of experience, by contrast, seems very clear. Cats are
either dead or alive. The experience is key, then. It would seem that the observer is radically
implicated in the material world.
This fact is quite a shock for a Science which, for hundreds of years, has viewed the world as
an object, to be analyzed and manipulated like a machine, quite separate from the
disembodied subjective mind. The new reralization suggests a possible future science which
pays as much attention to our fears and desires as to our ideas.
A science which includes consciousness as an integral part of nature ‐ which feels what it
studies ‐ must have implications for our sense of ethical responsibility, embodied awareness
and compassion. A Science like this begins to look like Religion or Art.
But such names are less important than the actual practice.
Vipassana is another name for such a practice. Over the course of the last two and a half
thousand years beginners have traditionally learnt it during ten day periods of relative
isolation. It consists simply of calmly observing, without any trace of judgment or
interference, phenomena of all kinds, as they arise and pass away from moment to moment.
This is what I will try to do.

Black Magic
I will stand, stinking of horses and bulls
A black body in your clean room.
I will stand in chains
Shaking with the noise of battle
Still ringing in my bones.
I will stand behind and wait
Unavoidable. Invisible.
Ready to serve you
With nothing.
I will be an uncomfortable silence
Around your table.
While the food you eat turns to mud.
I will be your snigger, your chink
The paki in your galley.
I will be the dung in your gallery
The bones of your china
Scrutinised. Inscrutable.
I will be a shadow in your white room.
A dark continent in your icy waste.
I will be the bruise on your skin,
The black eye
Like a toad in your milk.
I will be the voodoo doll
All ribbons and earth
In your surgeon’s sterile theatre.
I will be the first house
The Ka’ba in your Cathedral.
I will be the lead in your coffers
The alchemist’s crucible,
Left burnt and cooling
An embarrassment in Newton’s study.
I will be the edge in your plane.
The blindness in your wit.
Your ultraviolet catastrophe.
A black spot.
I will hold you a prisoner
Outside the prison you have built
While I swim in darkness.

id
A series of 35 framed prints based on laser micrographs of a mouse neuron discharging.
The images were originally published as the pages of a flick book.
Long Term Potentiation (LTP) was discovered thirty years ago and has become one of the
key areas of research at the National Institute of Medical Research. Measurement of
electrical discharges in neuronal cells shows that once a particular pathway has carried a
charge it becomes 'sensitized' for some time, making it more likely to carry a subsequent
signal. This 'memory effect' has excited interest among scientists because it may be one the
fundamental processes in learning and in the formation of memories within an organism.
The Abhidhamma was compiled two thousand years ago in the jungles of India. It is an
exhaustive taxonomy of the conditions necessary to bring about an instant of consciousness.
According to the Abhidhamma the sense of a flowing stream of time is essentially illusory. It
is a trick of memory analogous to the persistence of vision responsible for our perception of
movement when faced with a succession of still images.

Each image has an associated short stanza.
1

The book I am holding slips through my fingers
I see lightning pass between my hands

2

I am that which is caught in the glare
Framed in a moment

3

Like King Canute holding up a hand
To stop the incessant succession to my throne

4

I am the mark of a finger against skin
I am a throbbing vein and a scar

5

I am a line drawn in water
An observer of my wake

6

I am a rivulet in the desert
A creased palm

7

I am a trickle in the sand
A trick of the light

8

I am a tree coursing with sap
And the fruit of the tree

9

I am a spark in the firmament
And the glowing cloud

10

I am a clod forgetful of its cloyed crumbs
A turning wheel against the ground

11

My memory is a canyon cut by droplets
My bones are desire washed fossils

12

I am an island lapped by passing waves
And the ever‐present wind

13

I am the illusion of time
The lapse of attention

14

In an instant I forget the nature of things
And remember myself.

15

I am the moulding of a thing
The telling of a tale.

16

I am a fancy.
I am a ghost story

17

In an instant I am the past and the future
I am the matter of history and intention

18

I am the sediment of the past
The black loam of the future

19

I am the decay of the big bang
A ring around the bath

20

I am a photograph fixing
A melody of vanished notes

21

I am a long exposure burning the world into a body
I am the forever disappearing horizon

22

I am the echo of a cry
I am a sentence spoken

23

word

24

by

25

word

26

I am the persistence of vision
I am the flickering screen

27

I am a setting jelly, a sponge
I am a bun in the oven, feeding on entropy

28

I am a name carved in stone
Fading into myth at the moment I am born

29

I am the continuous flux of individual quanta
I am the cupful scooped from the sea

30

I am a necklace of pearls
I am quicksilver

31

I lace myself together
I see myself in the mirror I make

32

I am a stack of leaves
I am the book that has slipped through my fingers

33

I walk on the knife edge of the present
Blunting it with my thickness

34

Remembering more sharply, I dismember myself
My science destroys me

35

And in an instant I am gone
Leaving just the trace of a song

self/portrait
Video documentation of a durational performance.
The artist’s Heart Rate Variability, an effective marker of emotional state, is detected and
analysed by an ECG device. A video camera is mounted in front on a tripod.
The body’s internal weather and the external view are mixed together and projected onto
the wall. The artist sits facing this image.
He remains still in this position for one week, switching deliberately between clearly
defined states of mind, thereby controlling the video image and being affected by it.
Chaotic variation in the body’s rhythms will tend to distort the picture.
As the rhythms become more regular, so the picture becomes clearer.

Manchester Hermit
In 2009 the artist spent forty days and forty nights alone in the Gothic Tower of the
Manchester Museum in England. He was physically isolated but visible 24 hours a day
via webcam.
Each day a new object from the stores was presented and threatened with destruction.
The vigorous discussion that ensued can be seen at
http://manchesterhermit.wordpress.com
For the Frieze Art Fair a selection of prints relating to this action will be exhibited.

Space – the final frontier – is to be conquered by powerful men with thrusting rockets.
Or is it?
The Zero Genies beg to differ. Slightly inept trainees of an ancient mystic sect, they have
somehow managed to infiltrate the Cosmonaut’s Training Programme in Star City, Moscow.
They are determined to practice the kind of space flight taught by a long line of sages. And
they certainly need the practice.
Thousands of years of spiritual discipline and shamanic technology have enabled humans to
explore the entire universe, conversing with the denizens of other worlds and witnessing
far‐out visions. The Zero Genies are just beginners. Poverty stricken, slightly uncoordinated,
and yet noble, they are convinced that space travel is not the exclusive pursuit of the rich
and rational Western world. They are here to show that a comfortable carpet and well‐
packed hookah will suffice.
At the Uri Gagarin Cosmonaut’s Training Centre in Star City, aircraft with cushioned
interiors create weightless conditions on board by plummeting out of the sky. The Zero
Genies, hailing from an obscure land on the fringes of civilization, want to put Race back
into the Space Race. So in this video made within the magic lantern of a Russian cargo plane,
they demonstrate the ancient wisdom of their people. They dance, levitate, and reveal, for
the very first time in the West, the mythical Flying Carpet.
On a shoe‐string budget, with indomitable resolve and Russian hospitality, the Zero Genies
defy gravity and military‐industrial economics to celebrate the dream within us all.

